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Opera returns to Cal Poly
By A bbe y K in g d o n
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Poodle skirts and letterm an’s
jackets are not usually the cos
tumes of opera actors.
But tonight and Saturday,
cheerleaders in poodle skirts and
haskethall players in letterm an’s
jackets will perform Mozart’s Cosi
Fan Tutte at the Cal Poly Theater,
starting at 7:30 p.m.
T he Pacific Repertory Opera
(PRO ) presents the opera, accom 
panied by a full orchestra conduct
ed by Cal Poly’s Thomas Davies.
This is the fifth time Cosi Fan
Tutte has been presented in San
Luis Obispo.
“Clearly this is a very popular
opera,’’ said Jill Anderson, general
director.
In order to keep the opera pop
ular, Anderson said it was time for
a change.
“I had a vision and 1 just went
with it,” she said.
T he music and names of the
characters remain intact, but the
setting changes from the 18th cen 
tury to the 1950’s.
“Updating the play makes the
characters, immediate and real to
the audience," Anderson said.
Principal, lead actors in operas,

see OPERA, page 7

Pismo restaurants
gear up for festival
by world-class teams, a display of
Indonesian kites, a booth to make
your own kite and instructions for
W ith the water temperature the kite-flying impaited by mem
falling along with the leaves, Pismo bers of the
A m erican
Kite
Beach grows quiet. But the crowds Association.
will be back on the beach this
“These people all have world
weekend for the annual Clam rankings in kite flying,” said James
Festival.
Warner of Pismo Beach Kites, orig
Restaurants, kite lovets, clubs inal organizer of Kites Over Pismo.
and kids will come
will
There
............... ..................................... also be a wind
together for the
festivities.
*Tismo used to be consid^ garden of kites
1 his year marks
i i
i
i r i
made
from
the 56th anniver- ered the clam capitol o f the
recycled soda
sary of the festival, u j o r l d . "
bottles.
which began as an
**Thicy âctU'
effort to bring peoDoug MacMillan
look like
.ple to the beach
Rosa's Chef colored flowers
during the winter
on
stem s,”
months,
said
W arnct said.
Rebecca McMuttay, .special events
Under the soaring kites will be
coordinator.
the annual clam chowder cook-off.
T he event starts Satutday morn
Ten local restaurants including
ing with a parade led by grand mar Brad’s, Steamers, Back Door Deli
shals Clifford and Mary-Lee Clark, and Rock and Roll Diner will com 
followed by an array of activities.
pete for the best chowdct and try to
T he second-annual kite show. bring down Rosa’s two-year reign
Kites Over Pismo, will begin short
over the contest.
ly after the parade and will continue through Sunday. T his will
include a stunt kite demonstration
see CLAM, page 7

By Kelly Foster

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

ERIC HENDERSON/MUSTANG DAILY

The Pacific Repertory Opera rehearses their production of
Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte in the Cal Poly Theater Wednesday.

Poly ROTC adds classes,
cadets and new colonel
participated in the quarterly Field
Training Exercise (FT X ) at Camp
San Luis Obispo, Johnson said.
Adapt, modify, overcome: Those There they participated in events
are the first rules of combat.
such as an obstacle course, land nav
Cal Poly’s M ilitary Scien ce
igations, field leadership training
Department is
course, mountain rappelling and a
determined that ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I
barbeque.
each of its stu ^ For more
Each part of the 11-hour mission
dents learn the information
was planned by fifth-year cadets
meaning of the about ROTC,
who evaluated each event. T he
visit the first
phrase.
main goals were to familiarize the
C e le b r a t in g floor of the
younget cadets with basic military
both its 50th Dexter building
skills and to grade the third year
anniversary and 34, or call 765cadets on their leadership ability
7689.
a new female
and teamwork, he said.
department
The most challenging event was
head.
C ol.
the Field Leadership Training
Norma Tovar, Cal Poly’s Army Course (FLRC ), where squads were
Reserve Officer Training Corps has
given logistical tasks to complete in
added both classes and cadets to
a time limit. The thitd-year cadets
broaden their influence on campus.
were evaluated on theit motivation
Currently, there are 60 cadets, 12
techniques, leadership ability and
of whom are female, said Maj. Mark
problem solving skills, Johnson said.
Johnson. The feeling around the
One of the more difficult events
department is one of anticipation
involved getting the .squad and a
and mcTtivation, a tone set largely by
thirty-pound
ammunition
box
the enthusia.sm of the new colonel,
across a water moat using only a
he said.
rope and two planks.
“She’s great, she teally shows con
Frequently, if a team is doing
cern for everyone and she genuinely well, the evaluatot will give them a
cares about all the cadets," said agri handicap, such as an injured cadet,
culture engineering senior Mark
that they must deal with.
Breugem, one of the highest-tank
“T h at’s how it is in the field, pcoing cadets in the battalion. “We all
like her a lot.”
This past Satutday, the cadets
see ROTC, page 2

Architecture senior project
sets up camp in Poly Canyon

By Shallon Lester

MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

By Kelly Foster
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

lo g eth er
the group went
through studies of existing tension
structures, such as the San Diego
C onvention Center, and chose
aspects they would like to add in
their own design.
“I came up with the actual

design, while TTieresa helped with
the site planning," C^how said.
Most of the designing tmik place
on-campus last fall and winter,
with the construction beginning in

Beyond the dorms, through the
construction and down a dirt path
lies a new addition to the creative
landmarks.
sec TENT, page 7
For the first time in 12 years, a
new structure has been added to
the collection of architectural
exhibits that exist in the canyon.
“The university is interested in
.seeing things built out there, but
nothing has happened because it
takes a lot of work,” said Kieran
Kelly, who came up with the idea
for the new exhibit.
The exhibit, which took more
than a year to design and build, is a
tent made of fabric held up under
high tension.
The senior project began last
fall and was recently completed by
three students from the College of
Architecture and Environmental
I3esign: Kelly, Royce Chow and
Theresa Zaro.
h ìL
“It was interesting working with
an interdisciplinary team,” Kelly
said. “It is something that the
College of Architecture is good for.
It’s like working in the real world.
We are one step ahead.”
Kelly said that the idea was
M AH WECKTER/MUSTANG DAILY
based on a class. Arch 446, and the
interest in this kind of a structure. The tent was constructed In Poly Canyon earlier this week.
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pie get hurr, but you can’t leave
them behind. This is where cadets
need to dig deep, be creative and
think of other ways to solve the
problem,” said Ryan Adams, an
architectural engineering sopho
more.
Despite the obstacles, the teams
responded with patience and unity,
Johnson said.
“W hat surprised me most about
them is the fact that they came
together as a group really quickly.
Each of them had talents that some
times 1 didn’t realize until they start
ed some of the events,” he said.
The 15-event obstacle course also
provided an early morning warm up.
“It wasn’t so much difficult as
motivating; it got everyone pumped
up for the day,” said industrial tech
nology junior Sam Bonner.
W hile the FLRC and the obstacle
course may be the more physically
challenging events of the mission,
the land navigation is perhaps the
most useful, Johnson said.
A key aspect of the infantry, land
navigator allows cadets to become
familiar finding their way to differ
ent points several hundred meters
apart, using only a compass, protrac
tor and a map, he said.
Knowing the basics of orienteer
ing, as taught in the M SC 111 class,
provides a good foundation for a
career in the infantry or even
Special Forces.
Many of the cadets have already
applied their R O T C skills to various
summer training programs they par
ticipate in, such as M ountain
Warfare and Air Assault School, or
Combat Diver training, Johnson
said.
Qualifications for these programs
can be extremely stringent but the
department often works overtime to
give the cadets the physical and
mental training they need to be suc
cessful.

Mustang Daily

“If it wasn’t for
M ajor Buechner, we
wouldn’t have had a
SC U BA program” said
Mike Moyer, a microbi
ology sophomore and
recent graduate of the
Combat Diver pro
gram.
In addition to the
F T X ’s, the cadets par
ticipate in weekly lead
ership labs where they
learn the basics of
marksman.ship, tactical
platoon movement and
physical conditioning.
“1 love
R O T C ,"
Cadet Bonner said, “It
teaches me practical
exercises that I’m going
to use in my career, and
that can be hard to find
in college.”
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COURTESY PHOTO

A group of Cal Poly ROTC cadets work together to cross a mote in FLRC exercise (above). Cadets cross
bars while trying to complete an obstacle course .This was all part of the FTX at Cam p San Luis Obispo.

fREE RENT SPECIAl!
Coming up this weekend
^Lewis Black - Comedian Lewis Black,
best known for his work on Comedy
Central's The Daily Show, will perform in
the Performing Arts Center at 8 p.m.
tonight.

Student Apartments

Valeneia

www.ValenciaApartments.com

Are you hom eless
this Fall Quarter?

*Tim O'Brien speech- Vietnam vet and

Well, your housing
search is over!

Pulitzer prize finalist Tim O'Brien will
speak in Chumash Auditorium at 7 p.m.
tonight. Admission is free.

W e still have rooms and
entire 3-bedroom
apartments available!

^Paso Robles harvest festival- Friday
and Saturday, Paso Robles'wineries will
host a wine tour. For information, call
234-8463.

555 Ramona Drive
(805) 543-1450

Great Amenities...
Furnished bedrooms / Living Room
Recreation Center with TV Lounge & Weight Room
Computer Lab with FREE internet access
Heated Pool and Game Room
Some Newly Remodeled Apartments still available
Leases and Month-to-Month Agreements available

1st M ONTH
FREE

Apply now and get your first
months rent for FREE!
(offer for fixed term leases only)

For details call our Leasing Office
or check out our web site!
WWW. ValenciaApartments .com

Free Rent Special

.

~VALENOA STUDENT A P A R T jim ^

|

555 Ramona Drive SLO
543-1450

wwu'.ValenciaApartments.com
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NationalBriefs
Sources: Vatican rejects some
elements of U.S. Church sex
abuse policy
VATICAN CITY (AP) - The
Vatican has rejected some elements of
the U.S. Catholic Church’s new sex
abuse policy and cautioned the
American bishops from going ahead
with them, church sources familiar
with the response said Thursday.
In particular, the Vatican expressed
concern over elements of the pro
posed policy that would violate the
individual rights of accused clerics
now protected under universal church
law, the sources said.
The response will be made public
Friday, a day after Bishop Wilton
Gregory, the head of the U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops, and
other American prelates met with
Pope John Paul 11 to discuss the scan
dal that has rocked the American
Church.
All along, Vatican officials and
U.S. church lawyers have raised
objections to the proposals, arguing
that they may violate the due process
rights of priests.
However, Vatican officials and top
U.S. churchmen had said they
expected the Vatican would go along
with them anyway, on a trial basis.
Modified food unregulated,
worries labeling supporters
PORTLAND, Ore. - The old
adage “you are what you eat” has
taken on new meaning for Oregon
voters as they decide whether to make

National/Intemational News
the state the first in the nation to
require labeling the food from geneti
cally engineered crops and livestock
already landing on their plates.
For many voters, the scientific
debate has evolved beyond the scare
tactics of “Frankenfood” activists
claiming that mutant genes will run
amok, parodied in the 1978 Tim
Burton comedy film “Attack of the
Killer Tomatoes.”
But as the science and public
understanding has improved, the
political battle has intensified and
many questions about altering even
the simplest genes remain unan
swered.
Supporters of Measure 27, the ini
tiative on the Nov. 5 ballot that
would mandate labeling for genetical
ly modified food, say scientific
research has shown that engineering
animals or crops can pose true health
risks and potential environmental
problems, such as introducing fixxl
that triggers allergic reactions.

Sm okeless tobacco company
agrees to halt free sam ples in
Calif.
SA CRAM ENTO, Calif. - The
maker of Skoal, Copenhagen and
Rooster brand smokeless tobacco
has agreed not to hand out free sam
ples on public grounds in California,
and to reimburse the state $ 171,000.
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Co. was
giving away the samples at fairs
where there were minors, violating
state law. Attorney General Bill
LtKkyer alleged in a civil lawsuit.
The company denies the allega
tions in its settlement, saying it gave

away about 1,400 samples at two
adults-only events and thought it
was in compliance with state law.
Both sides said they settled to avoid
the cost and delay of litigation.
It was the third such lawsuit and
the state’s third victory.
In June, RJ Reynolds Tobacco
Co. was fined $14.8 million in Los
Angeles County for giving away
more than 100,000 free packs of cig
arettes at fairs and other public
events. In July 2001, Swedish
Match North America Inc. settled a
suit by paying the state $375,000.
In the pending settlement, the
company agreed to a permanent
injunction, and to pay $150,000
toward prevention programs. The
balance of $21,000 will reimburse
the state for its investigation.

The
clash
erupted
when
Palestinian militants fired machine
guns and rocket-propelled grenades at
an armored bulldozer that was build
ing an embankment to better protect
Israeli forces, said an Israeli officer in
the area, who gave his name only as
Col. Pinhas. The bulldozer was dam
aged but the driver was not hurt, he
said.
Israeli troops then returned fire
with tank shells and machine guns, he
said.

U.S., South Korea demand North
Korea renounce nuclear
weapons
WASHINGTON - The United
States and South Korea, stung by
North Korea’s admission that it has a
secret nuclear weapons program, are
calling on Pyongyang to reverse
course and abide by promises to
International Briefs
renounce development of these arma
Six Palestinians killed, more * ments.
President Bush characterized the
than 50 hurt in Gaza clash,
announcement as “troubling, sobering
Palestinians say
RAFAH, Gaza Strip - Israeli tanks news,” a spokesman said Thursday.
The startling disclosure, revealed
fired artillery shells and machine guns,
Wednesday
night by the White
killing six Palestinians and wounding
more than 50 in the southern Gaza House, changed the political land
Strip, Palestinian doctors and witness scape in East Asia, setting back hopes
es said. The Israeli army said tanks that North Korea was on the road to
shot at houses that were the source of becoming a more benign presence in
rocket fire, a claim disputed by the region.
Talking to reporters who accompa
Palestinians.
The dead Palestinians included nied Bush on a trip to the South,
spokesman
Scott
two men, two women and two chil Thursday,
dren, said Dr. Ali Musa, head of Rafah McClellan said that the president
Hospital. Many of the Palestinians planned to bring up the issue in talks
were hit by tank fire while inside their here next week with Chinese
homes, the wounded Palestinians said. President Jiang Zemin.
But McClellan drew a clear dis
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tinction between Pyongyang and Iraq.
“Clearly, North Korea is oppressive,
has starved people, but these are dif
ferent regions, different circum
stances.” he said.
McClellan said that Bush decided
to address the issue through diplomat
ic channels. “We seek a peaceful solu
tion,” he said.

Israel's Sharon heads for home,
carrying U.S. security guaran
tees
WASHINGTON - Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon wound up a
three-day visit laden with U.S.
pledges to make a maximum effort to
neutralize Iraqi missiles in the event of
war and with a ringing endorsement
of Israel’s right to defend itself.
In meetings with Bush and
other U.S. officials, Sharon got assur
ances that the United States would
give Israel advance warning in the
event it attacks Iraq, and he heard
U .S. plans to prevent Iraq from
launching rockets at Israel, said a
senior Israeli official, speaking on con
dition of anonymity.
The official said Bush made no
request for Israeli restraint if Iraq did,
nevertheless, attack Israel, as it did
during te 1991 Gulf War.
But another Israeli official said
Sharon goes home with a promise
from the administration that it would
make a maximum effort to neutralize
missiles before they could hit Israel.
Briefs compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
staff writer OlgaBerdial.

Bom bs kill six, injure 144
Sniper investigators: Witness gave
in southern Philippines fake story about shooter, van, weapon
media interviewing witnesses and pub
lishing rept)its, we get confusion,"
Associated Press
Mtxise said. “We get this noise ... out
ROCKVILLE, Md. (AP) - A wit there that gives people tunnel vision
ness who claims he saw a sniper fire and makes them focus in on things that
with an assault rifle and flee in a are not appropriate. ... We wcxild like
cream-colored van gave a phony story, to be able to do our job."
investigators said Thursday in a set
Similar accounts of a sniper in a
back that casts doubt on much of what cream-colored van were published
the public thought it knew about the Tuesday in both The Washington Post
roving killer.
and The New York Times, based on an
Prosecutors are investigating the interview with an Arlington, Va., man
witness, whose name wasn’t released, who said he met the witness at the Falls
to determine whether he should be Church, Va., Home Depxx.
charged with filing a false statement.
Glen Guymon said he and the wit
Fairfax County police Lt. Amy ness started talking when police
Lubas said the inaccurate account was ordered them inside after the shooting.
exposed by checking it against that of The witness said he saw a man in the
other witnesses to Monday night’s parking lot standing behind a creamkilling of an FBI cyberterrorism analyst colored Chevy Astro van, Guymon
in a crowded Virginia parking lot out told the newspapers.
side a Home Depot. It was the only
“There was a woman walking out to
shooting so far that people actually saw. her car, he said she was with a guy,”
Asked if the witness may have Guymon told the Times. “The guy
intentionally misled investigators, behind the van lifted up a rifle and .shot
Montgomery (Dounty Police Chief her, then got in the car and drove off.
Charles Moose, who is heading the He was probably about 50 feet away
investigation, said simply, “Yes.”
from where he shot her.”
Investigators had shewed a certain
Reached at home Thursday,
optimism after the latest attack seemed Guymon told The Associated Press: “I
to yield the best details yet about the wish my name had never been any
killer. But that gave way to anger where. And I don’t want my name ased
in connection with this story ever
Thursday.
Mix>se said there was no credence to again.”
the witness’ description of the creamMoose said the witness’ description
colored van with a bumed-out rear to police of the shooter’s AK-74 assault
taillight. And while Moose did not rifle is also bogus. But investigators
give the witness’ exact description of cautioned that they still believe the
the shooter, he chastised reporters for sniper is using one of a family of more
running reports that variously than 30 similar assault-type weapons
described the gunman as dark-skinned, capable of firing a .223-caliber bullet.
“The message we’re trying to say isolive-skinned. Middle Eastern or
please keep an open mind," Moose
Hispanic.
“When we have people from the said. “People saw a description of a

By Stephen M anning

across Indonesia on Christmas Eve
Associated Press
2000. The group has been linked by
reports to the Bali bombings last
ZAM BO A N G A, Philippines weekend.
Muslim militants linked to al-Qaida
Days before the Oct. 2 bombing,
may be responsible for bombings Abu Sayyef had threatened attacks in
Thursday that killed six people, retaliation for a military offensive
injured 144 and devastated two against it.
department stores in this Christian
In linking Abu Sayyaf to al-Qaida,
city, the military said.
Philippine officials have cited alleged
Suspicion fell on Abu Sayyaf attempts by Osama bin Laden’s lieu
because of similarities to an Oct. 2 tenants to provide the guerrillas with
blast that killed four, including an training on explosives and weapons
American Green Beret. That explo handling in past years.
sion was blamed on the Muslim
Thursday’s attack turned the usual
extremists notorious for kidnappings early afternoon bustle of Zamboanga’s
and murders. T N T was apparently downtown area into a gory scene of
used in both attacks.
debris, bkxxl and chaos. Panicked
Thursday’s bombings, 30 minutes shoppers scattered as police cars and
apart, came less than a week after pickup trucks were mustered into
three bombs exploded on the ambulances to ferry wounded people
Indonesian island of Bali, killing 183 to hospitals that were quickly over
people.
whelmed.
There was no claim of responsibil
Nervous police bomb squads blew
ity for the attacks in Zamboanga, but up five suspicious packages, but fur
military spokesman Lt. Col. Danilo ther examination found they con
Servando said suspicion fell on an tained no explosives.
Abu Sayyaf faction headed by
President
Gloria
Macapagal
Khaddafy Janjalani, one of five lead Arroyo condemned the latest terror
ers of the group indicted by ist strike to hit her impoverished
Washington for a mass kidnapping country, a key supporter in the U.S.
last year that left 18 hostages dead, war on terrorism.
including two Americans.
Some 260 American troops are in
Government officials have said Zamboanga,
a
predominantly
Abu Sayyaf may have links with Christian city of 600,000 in the vio
Jemaah Islamiyah, another Islamic lence-wracked southern Philippines,
militant group in Southeast Asia that after a six-month counterterrorism
allegedly has ties with the al-Qaida training exercise to help local troops
terror network.
fight the Abu Sayyaf.
On Thursday, Indonesian police
No foreigners were believed to
named Abu Bakar Bashir, the spiritu have been injured in Thursday’s
al leader of Jemaah Islamiyah, a sus bombings.
pect in a series of church bombings

By Slobodan Lekk
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weapon over the last day and a half and
we’re convinced they eliminated peo
ple they know because they say, 'Their
gun is not the weapon I saw in the
m
papier.
Moose said the disclosure of the fake
story, coming a day after investigators
said they were unable to draw a com
posite sketch, was hardly a setback. He
said investigators were still chasing
leads and he stoixl by previous com
posite drawings of vehicles witnesses
reported seeing leaving the attacks: a
white box truck and a Chevrolet Astro
van or Ford Econoline van.
Since Oct. 2, there have been 11
shootings in Maryland, Virginia and
Washington, D.C., that have left nine
people dead and two wounded. One of
the wounded, a 13-year-old boy shot
outside his schocil in Bowie, Md., was
upgraded Thursday from critical to
serious condition. The other wounded
person, a woman in Virginia, was
released ftom a hospital last week.
The victims were men and women
of varying ages and ethnic backgrtHinds, each hit with a single bullet
while going about everyday activities.
A tarot death card left at one scene was
inscribed: “Dear Policeman, I am
Gixl.”
Law enforcement sources said the
investigation by federal, state and kxral
authorities has led to information
about a number of people with highpowered guns, both legally and illegal
ly owned.
A firearms safety instructor said the
FBI has been asking registered owners
of .223-caliber guns to bring them in
for ballistic fingerprinting.

Resident Hall
Special

Large Pepperoni
Pizza

C hicken
K ickers
$ 5-99
8 6 6 E F o o th ill B lv d .
5 4 4 -3 6 3 6

We Accept Local Checks*, $.50 Check charge
iOOVlEX

866 E Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo

( 805 ) 544-3636
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Low-key rock star is the same both on-stage and off
By Carrie M cGourty
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

As Jack Johnson entered the stage
Sunday afternoon at Avila Beach, he
was greeted with a warm, heer-happy
crowd, enthusiastically displaying
their support for the artist.
Johnson’s melodies echoed off the
water as it tjrey were part of the nat
ural ecosystem, and both the artist
and audience were content with the
day.
Johnson chose the Avila site
because he wanted to be closer to the
water, even if it meant sacrificing a
few tickets said producer Bruce
Howard.
His intentions paid off: He stimu
lated the perfect envircmment for an
afternoon concert and his perfor
mance was incredibly relaxing and
rejuvenating.
The Hawaiian native nonchalant
ly appeared on the music scene a few
years ago and garnered a tremendous
fan base in a short amount of time.
Signed to an independent label com
pany in 1999, his debut album
“Brushfire Fairytales” is currently on
Billboard’s Top 100.
A legend among college students
and surfers, Johnson is a laid-back
musician who is respected for his tal
ent and humble persona.
T he first time 1 heard Jack
Johnson was the first time 1 learned
how to surf. My cousin and my sister
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CARRIE MCGOURTY/MUSTANG DAILY

Johnson wowed a beer-soaked crowd in Avila Beach last Saturday.
took me to Pismo Beach the day after
Thanksgiving in 2001 and 1 came out
of the water a drowned rat. My spirits
were rejuvenated when my cousin
popped in Johnson’s album in his
truck and played the track “Bubble
Toes,” an acoustical melody that was
soulful but very mellow.
Two mimths later, 1 found myself

on the phone with Johnson, inter
viewing him for the Mustang Daily,
asking him about the force behind
the song.
“That song is about anybody that
realizes that love isn’t picture per
fect,” Johnson said. “You gotta accept
them for who they are.”
Johnson learned how to play the

Film

Sweet Home Alabama'the
perfect date movie — for women
fiancé shows up for a surprise visit.
Andrew finds out Melanie’s past is
not alxTut the wealth and riches she
“Sweet Home Alabama” is every
seems to have. In fact, she is just a
woman’s fantasy and every guy’s
simple small-town girl who has been
worst nightmare.
away from home for far too long.
Even though it’s an extremely
It’ s highly unlikely that after
naive, unbelievable film, Reese
being lied to and cheated on, one’s
W itherspoon’s charm
somehow
fiancé wcmld be slt forgiving as
draws the viewer in for the impracti
Andrew. After exhibiting five sec
cal ride of-his or her
onds of anger, he col
life (then again, how
lects himself, forgives
many
romantic
and forgets and gives
comedies are ever
Melanie a kiss.
practical?)The southern belle
Twenty-something
finds
herself
torn
New York fashion
between a sophisticat
designer
Melanie
ed, successful New
C a r m i c h a e l
Yorker and the rugged
(Witherspoon) finds
hometown Ixiy who is
herself at the peak of
still very much in love
the fashion industry.
with her. Essentially,
Her hunk and most
Melanie must choose
eligible bachelor of a
between her old and
boyfriend, Andrew
COURTESY PHOTO new life.
(Patrick l^mpsey), is
This film, though
head over heals in Reese Wltherspoon Stars as Melanie Carmichael, a New
far-fetched, is a fairytale
love with Melanie and York designer who has it all, including a shady past.
chick flick that is
rents out Tiffany’s for
bound to make the
his down-on-one-knee marriage pro
Melanie also realizes how much viewercome out of the movie with a
posal.
she’s changed and the materialistic sweet smile.
Like any woman, Melanie accepts,
It girls just wanna have fun, 1
person she’s become.
and she picks the riKk out from hun
Witherspoon’s charming perfor encourage them to see this movie in
dreds of little turquoise Tiffany
mance allows viewers to see the tran their favorite theater and be taken
boxes.
sition form the once self-indulged into the southern dreamland of
However, M elanie’s past holds
New Yorker to the sweet, small-town “Sweet Home Alabama.”
many
secrets,
including
Jake Alabama sweetheart. However, she
However, if you’re Kxiking for an
(Matthew McConaughey Itxik-alike wonders if she can still make the
Academy Award-winning perfor
Josh Lucas), the rugged high-schtxil commitment to her Yankee fiancé.
mance with a deep and twisted plot,
sweetheart she married but who
The romantic “chick flick” picks stay at home; this isn’t the movie for
refuses to sign the divorce papers.
^

By Bonnie Guevara

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Determined to tie the knot with
Andrew, Melanie travels back home
to her nxits in Alabama to confront
her past life, only to discover that
home is maybe really where her heart
is.
While at home, Melanie reunites
with her parents and old high school
friends who she left years ago, for the
bigger and better life of Park Avenue.

guitar and sing on camping trips with a line of people going out the
around the campfire. At the door. His publicists handed out free
University of California at Santa posters to those attending and
Barbara, he majored in film and inte Johnson signed every single one, tak
grated his lifestyle with his profession ing the time to appreciate each fan.
by filming his documentary “Thicker
This was the first time 1 saw what
Than Water,” which nabbed a few he really looked like, and 1 wasn’t
awards.
surprised with what 1 saw. He was
Johnson started recording music wearing a pair of comfortable jeans, a
T-shirt and Reef
because he couldn ’t find music that
sandals: Normal
surfer
attire.
satisfied what he ‘Johnsoti ckose the Avila
w an ted CO h ea r ,n
That night at the
the
film.
His
sold-out perfor
recording debut, 06 closer to the Wüter, 6ven mance of 4,000
“Rodeo Clowns,” if jf rfieant sacrificing a few at the Cal Poly
was created with . ,
,,
Rec
Center,
G-Love and the t i c k e t s .
J o h n s o n
Special Sauce after
appeared
on
stage in the same
he met them dur
ing a surfing session. They reunited outfit.
at the Avila performance and gave an
Johnson is completely real on the
awesome show.
first encounter, exhibiting a fine
The purity of Johnson’s music is illustration of a humble human
deeply rooted with his own life, his being. His persona contradicts the
quest for professional freedom and behavior of other rock stars. He’s at
his ability to understand and connect peace with himself and around oth
with people.
ers, venturing out in the world with a
Johnson’s lyrics are innovative and mellow attitude.
personal, and his musical composi
The tone of Johnson’s music fully
tion is inniKently simple. His style encapsulates his approach to life.
makes it very easy for listeners to Whether it’s his refusal to sign his
enjoy.
record to a major label company or
During Johnson’s visit to San Luis his preference of playing on the
Obispo last Februar>', he dropped in beach at the expense of a few tickets,
at BtxiBoo Records and gave a free Johnson’s artistry is mellow, pure in
show. The record store was crammed its essence and driven by freedom.

R a n d o m Eve n ts
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 18 and 19
Mozart’s “Cosi Fan Tutte” returns to the Pacific Repertory Opera.
Also known as “The Schixtl for Lovers,” Mozart’s comic opera is
set in the 1950s this time around 756-2787 for more info.
Saturday Oct. 19
Singer/sL>ngwTÍter Beau Wammack plays at Linnaeas café at 8:.50
p.m.
Saturday O ct. 19
Cayucos Music Festival and Ocean Front Fair celebrates music on
the Central Coast with music by Na Mele Oke Kai, Ouroboros and
Btxitsie Merango, along with a few others.
$5 admission gets you in from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Los O sos' own Ouroboros play the Cayucos Music Festival.
Saturday Oct. 19
The San Luis Obispo Coast District State Parks presents
"Adventres with Nature, Journey TTirough the Solar System." Learn
aKiut volcanoes on Mars, possible life-harboring ixeans and more at
2 p.m.
Monday O c t.2 1
The Living Rcxim in Goleta showcases bands The Used and I^ y
in the Life of.
Wednesday Oct. 23
The San Luis Obispii Coast District State Parks presents
"Adventures with Nature, Out of the Ice Age." Learn about the for
mation of Morro Bay, the Los C3sos dunes and other such geographi
cal events since the last ice age.
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 28 and 29
Auditions for “The Royal Family” will be held at the San Luis
Obispo Little Theatre at 7 p.m.
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Dry standards set Utah's poultry inspectors protected
for students, not
Y
administration
veryone dries off after a shower, knows when the weath
er is dry and has gone to a dry cleaner. A t Cal Poly,
administration officials take pride in adding another
“dry” to the lives of students: A dry campus.
Come on, who are they kidding?
Trying to keep alcohol off a college campus is like trying to
eliminate cussing from the Osbournes - it involves wishful
thinking on somebody’s part.
A college campus serves as a small community, one
where much of the population
turned 21. If we can go
""
downtown to SLO Brew, have
a beer and play some pool,
then why isn’t there anywhere on campus where we can sit
and drink a beer before going to a soccer game, or while
watching Monday Night Football.
As freshmen, the administration tried to scare us by saying
that drinking was prohibited. They warned us that if we were
caught with alcohol we could be expelled. However, it takes
freshmen about a week to realize the sneaky ways around the
no-drinking policy.
Besides the occasional keg hidden in the dorm bathroom (it
has happened and they always find out), or the Albertson’s
brand vcxlka stashed under a bed, there is alcohol to be found
on Cal Poly’s campus.
While Icxjking into our supposedly dry campus, 1 came
across several inconsistencies, such as the beer tents at our
home football games. Never heard alxiut them?
Well, that’s because they hide them at the far end of the
field and they’re only accessible to certain ticket holders
(who, for the most part, are also athletic fund sponsors).
It’s funny how students at the game, who also make con
tributions to the athletic fund through student fees, are
there to support their peers.
Yet the sponsors get to have all the fun.
Alcohol can alst) he found several other places. The
Performing Arts Center .sells ccKktails during intermission
and the baseball games have a small area that distributes
beer to designated ticket holders. Even our own Campus
Catering serves alcohol at the events that they host on-campus.
Cal Poly seems to be far from dry.
As much as p>eople may hate to admit it, drinking is part of
our culture. I’m not saying that Americans go out and get
drunk every night, but the consumption of alcohol is involved
in many social settings.
In m any co lle g e campu.ses across th e n a tio n , d rin kin g is n o t
as l(X)ked dow n upon as it is h ere at Cal Poly.
Some University of California schools, such as the Berkeley,
Irvine and San Diego campuses, all have bars on their campus
es. UCLA has also recently considered an on-campus bar.
Note: These schtxils generally have outstanding athletic pro
grams, as well as very high national rankings.
Salisbury State University in Maryland was prompted to
open an on-campus pub after complaints about student par
ties in the neighborhixxl arose. They went ahead and
opened a bar so that the students would have a place on
campus to hang out.
San Luis Obispo residents - the ones who love to hate Cal
Poly - would be thrilled if there was a way to keep the party
out of their downtown.
Alcohol is already present on campus, and opening an oncampus bar or serving alcohol to everyone that is of age at
sporting event would be a positive change in policy. With
the right planning from the administration and the
University Police Department, it could be quite profitable,
and serve as an excellent gathering spot for the students of
Cal Poly.

E

Alexa Ratcliffe is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff
writer.

ou go downtown with your friends
one Friday night and head to SLO
Brew.
You ask politely for a rum and Coke,
but the bartender replies, “Sorry, we can’t
serve anything but beer here. Oh, and the
beer has to have an alcohol content of 3.4
percent or less.”
Not a fan of the brewed concoction,
you
head
over to The
Library to try
your luck there. A t the door, the bouncer
asks not for your I.D. but for your mem
bership card. “This is a private club.
Members only.”
You then decide that you’re destined for
sobriety and head home to spend a little
quality time with the television.
The alternate universe above is one
that may never be experienced in San Luis
Obispo, but is a common occurrence in
Utah due to some crazy alcohol-related
state laws.
According to www.slctravel.com, there
are three types of places one can consume
alcohol, and all of them have their own
laundry lists of restrictions.
First, breweries and taverns may only
serve heer, but it must have an alcohol
content of less than 3.4 percent.
What? Light-light beer only?
Second, restaurants with a proper liquor
license can serve liquor, but a meal must
be ordered with the drink, servers are not
allowed to solicit or suggest drinks and the
customer must request a wine list or drink
menu.
Third, private clubs may serve beer.

Commentary
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“Even California is not
exempt: In Ventura County
cats and dogs are not allowed
to have sex without a permit.
But at least they ca n .”

time to enforce the more serious ones.
Harrie and Fahys point out that bigamy is
a third-degree felony with a maximum
five-year prison term and $5,000 fine, but
this law apparently doesn’t apply to the
30,000 polygamists in Utah.
In fact, in a recent news story, a woman
is being prosecuted for polygamy for the first
time in ICX) years. But wait. She’s not actu
ally accused of polygamy, but with getting
her 16-year-old sister to marry her husband.
I understand it’s a toss-up: Which one
do you prosecute, underage marriage or
multiple wives? It seems to me both are
equally deserving - why not both?
Ot course, let’s not just pick on Utah.
There are plenty of other states with wacky
laws. In Florida, it is illegal for single,
divorced or widowed women to parachute
on Sunday afternoons. In Cleveland,
women are not allowed to wear patentleather shoes. In Willowdale, Ore., no man
may curse while having sex with his wife.
Even California is not exempt: In
Ventura County, cats and dogs are not
allowed to have sex without a permit.
But at least they can.

Heather Zwaduk is a journalism senior
and Mustang Daily staff writer.

Life in a campus cocoon
(U-W IRE) COLLEGE PARK, Md. - 1 really didn’t want to
buy gas the other day, hut I had to. My car was almost out. So 1
rolled my Civic into an Exxon station Sunday in broad daylight.
1 followed the proper way to pump as 1 saw on television. Crouch
behind the pump, don’t walk in a straight line when going to pay,
think good thoughts. The sniper is loose - 1 didn’t want to take
any chances.
Being back on campus was a relief. 1 felt safe walking from Lot
6 back to the South Campus Commons. The security camera
that followed me across the bridge onto North Campus wasn’t
^
intrusive, but reassuring. Fellow
w O lllU lC llX flr y
students were heading back from
the dining hall. Styrofoam contain
ers in their hands. The white boxy vans of the facilities staff
cruised by. I was back in my cocoon. It felt good to be isolated.
On the campus, we’re cornered off from the real world. Walk
down McKeldin Mall at night and you’ll be the only one around,
the soothing blue-light phones always there.
But cross over into College Park and you’ve entered a dif
ferent atmosphere. Traffic snarls. Empty store fronts shelter the
homeless. There’s always another surprise around the comer.
College is about one step up from high school, but it’s still
stuck in this pseudo-real world. It’s a place where you get a lit
tle more freedom, stay out a little later and do your own laun
dry. Maybe you get a job. Maybe you cook. But for us on-cam
pus residents, there’s always the dining hall. And in the end,
you’re a college student. You can stay out late on a Thursday,
sleep through Friday class and still have nothing to worry about.
But how that real world starts creeping in when you’re a
senior — job interviews, financial planning, etc. We’re starting
to discover the real world — all the stress, frustration, pressure,
real pressure, not the “I have to finish this paper tonight” pres

Mustang
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wine and mixed drinks. However, to enter
the club you must buy a membership, and
private clubs are barred from advertising
to attract more members.
Of course, die-hard drinkers who prefer
to sit at home and sip in solitude can pur
chase a limited selection of alcohol from
state-designated liquor stores, but not on
Sundays in most cities. They can also
expect to pay a hefty price for their bever
ages. According to www.fortogden.com,
the markup on wine and liquor is at least
61 percent, and that’s before high state
taxes are figured in.
Often a six-pack of beer can cost more
than $10.
But the lawmakers didn’t stop with
alcohol.
In an article in the Salt Lake City
Tribune, Dan Harrie and Judy Fahys out
line some of the most bizarre laws of
them all. It is a crime to curse on a bus,
anyone who kills an on-duty poultry
inspector may be punished by death, for
nication (sex between consenting but
unmarried adults) is a class B misde
meanor publishable by six months in jail
and a $1,000 fine, and it is slander to
falsely accuse a female of being unchaste.
1 just have to ask if poultry inspectors are
really in that big of danger of being killed
and what happens when they go off-duty?
Or maybe there was a poultry massmurderer running around. Or the chick
ens got crazy and are now being prosecut
ed for murder.
Maybe it’s because law enforcement
officers are so busy punishing people for
these silly offenses that they don’t have
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sure. The real world is invad- ▼
ing my pseudo-world.
“O n the CampUS,
Every once in a while real»
i rr
,.
J
cornered
off
world horrors creep onto the
campus, events that have no from the real w orld.”
place in a world of sleeping
through intramural whiffleball and C O R E classes. Each of the
previous two semesters saw the death of a student on Fraternity
Row. A tornado ripped across North Campus last year, killing
two. Riots over sports destroy thousands of dollars worth of
property.
The police do their best to make sure these horrors don’t
invade the campus. So many sniper deaths surround the campus,
but never enter it. University Police “beef up security” around
the campus community - with more officers on patrols, a greater
police presence during class change periods and manned cruis
ers at entrances - all so no one who isn’t supposed to get on the
campus can, unless he tries really hard.
But all this makes us feel safe, as we should be. Safe from
harm, nicely wrapped in our cocoon.
But that cocoon inevitably cracks after four, five, eight or
however many years until all of our requirements for graduation
are met.
On graduation day, that cocoon is broken and we are show
ered into the real world.
I doubt I’ll buy gas anytime soon, now that my car is tucked
away in Lot 6. I’ll be staying in, watching sniper coverage on TV.
I’m scared, just like everyone else.
But on second thought, maybe I should go out. 1 have to let go
of this wonderful pseudo-world soon enough.

Justin Paprocki is a Diamondback (U. Maryland) staff writer.
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have a stage presence,” said
Jordan Ray, a chorus member and
music senior. “We only wear
makeup so the audience can see
our facial expressions.”
Cal Poly students involved in
is*'
the opera are members of
PolyPhonics, a cham ber choir
who sings a variety of music from
classical to contemporary. T he
principals, however, are hired by
PRO.
The performers come from all
over the West Coast, from Oregon
<
in the north to Orange County in
the south. Volunteers in the San
Luis Obispo community house
lead singers for the duration of
rehearsal and the production.
Minagro said he loves San Luis
Obispo and is very grateful to his
host family.
The performers are amazed by
aspects of San Luis Obispo that
long-time residents might take for
granted.
During the notes review after
dress rehearsal, John C hristian
Edwards of San Diego told the
cast and directors countless inci
ERIC HENDERSON/MUSTANG DAILY
dents he had with raccoons and
deer while driving home after Two actresses practise for modernized version of Cosi Fan Tutte.
rehearsal.
W hen the cast is not in
through characters someone who best seats in the house and the less
rehearsal, they practice their indi doesn’t go to a lot of operas can expensive tickets are for the high
vidual parts, making sure each
er-altitude , cheap seats.
understand,” Anderson said.
action coordinates with each note.
Half price tickets are available
Tickets for the opera sell for $40,
“W e’ve worked hard to maintain
for students if purchased Friday
the original pageantry and fantasy $30, and $18.
morning.
of the opera, while presenting it
The expensive tickets are for the

OPERA
continued from p age 1
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John Minagro describes the opera
as a funny little bedroom farce, “a
story the average person can relate
to .”
T he story follows two college
basketball stars who have asked
their girlfriends to marry them.
T heir coach, played by Minagro,
bets the players that he can trick
their fiancées into being unfaithful
to them. The opera plays out the
events of this wager.
“T he message of the opera is that
being in love means accepting each
other, and not worrying about the
little glitches,” Minagro said.
Working out little glitches in the
performance has kept the cast in
rehearsal everyday since Friday.
Each night rehearsals last from
seven until almost midnight, with
makeup application beginning at
six.
Haley Cohen, a liberal studies
senior and choral member of the
opera, already sings two and a half
hours per day with another group
before coming to practice.
“It’s OK because we are being
paid,” she said.
Cal Poly students are part of the
chorus, which sings the back up.
“T h e choir does a minimal
amount of acting; we really just

Mo{/ie^ E>úpe^iSíírÁ>M
■ Downtown San Luis Obispo

■
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Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN T H E B IG F R E M O N T

RED DRAGON (R)
Fri.-Sun 1:30 4:15 7:CX) 9:45
Mon-Thur 3:30 6:15 9:00

*THE RING (PG-13)
Fri.-Sun1:1S 3:45 6:30 9:15
Mon.-Thur. 3:45 6:30 9:15
ABANDON (PQ-13)
Fri.-Sun 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:30
Mon.-Thur. 4:45 7:00 9:30

CLAM

KNOCKAROUND GUYS

(R)
Fri.-Sun 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:20
M on-Thur. 4:00 6:40 8:45

continued from p age 1

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600
’FORMULA 51 (R)
Fn. 3:15 5:45 8:15 10:20
Sat.-Sun 1:00 3:15 5:45 8:15 10:20
Mon-Thur. 3:15 5:45 8:15

‘WHITE OLEANDER

(PG-13)
Fri. 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00
Sal.-Su n 12:00 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00
Mon.-Thur. 3:15 6:00 8:30

•THE TRANSPORTER

(P G 13)
Fri. 1:30 3:30 5:45 8:00 10:15
Sat.-Sun 1:30 3:30 5:45 8:00 10:15
M on -T h ur 4:00 6:15 8:45

SWEET HOME ALABAMA! PG

13)

Fri. 2:45 5:20 7:45 10:05
Sat.-Sun 12:15 2:45 5:20 7:45 10:05
Mon.-Thur 3:45 6:30 9:00

•THE TUXEDO

(PG-13)
Fri. 7:00 9:30
Sat.-Sun 7:00 9:30
Mon.-Thur 5:50 8:10

JONAH: A VEGGIE TALES MOVIE

(G)|

Fri. 2 « ) 4:30 Sat.-Sun 11 45 2:00 4:30
Mon.-Thur 3:30

|MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING

(P G ) |
Fri. 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:40
Sat.-Sun 11:50 2:15 4:45 7:15 9:40
Mon.-Thur. 4:00 6:20 8:40

RULES OF ATTRACTION (R)
|Fri. 5:10 7:40 10:10 Sat-Su n 2:40 5:10 7:40|
10:10 Mon.-Thur 6:45 9 15
BELOW (R)
Fri. 2:40 Sat 12:10 Mon.-Thur 4:15
• NO OATS ACCEPTED

Student Discounts
available at both theatres
Showtimes valid 10/18-10/24

“We are entering the same
recipe, with very little variation,”
Rosa’s chef Doug M acMillan said.
“W e’d like to win, hut th at’s not
why we go. We go for the spirit of
it.”
M acMillan estimated that Rosa’s
will make about 70 gallons of
chowder tor the weekend.
“The cook-off is one of the most
popular activities," McMurray said.
“W e’ll have people in line two
hours before the tasting starts.”
Participants in the Sunday after
noon clam dig will have a chance
to win some cash.
T he fire department will bury
100 clams in the sand just south ot
the pier early in the morning. At 3
p.m. a whistle will blow and who
ever digs up a clam wins a prize.
T he clam digger who finds the clam
with 100 written on it will win a
grand prize of $100.
“I think it’s a great chance to
promote the C entral C o ast,”
McMurray said. “There is ,some-
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thing there for everyone.”
There will also be a variety of
live entertainm ent, sponsored by
Audio H abit, including Valerie
Johnson and Travis Larson Band on
Saturday followed by the Creole
Syncopators and the Big Daddy
Blues Band on Sunday.
For adults there will be wine
tasting sponsored by Great Gatsby
while children can enjoy Clam ee’s
Island, where they can play on a
giant tidal wave slide, a pirate ship
bounce house and visit the petting
zoo.
T h e festival gets its name
because clams are what first drove
the community’s economy in the
early 1900s, according to an article
in the Five C ities Times-PressRecorder. After World War 11, local
businessmen sought to promote
wholesome entertainment in the
area and created a midwinter carni
val in 1946 to he celebrated over
New Years. This was the beginning
of the Clam Festival.
“Pismo used to be considered the
clam capitol of the world,”
M acM illan said.

TENT
continued from p age 1
the spring.
“The most significant outside
help was from 10 or 11 construc
tion management students,” Chow
said. “My fiancée, Julie Jensen,
helped out a lot with the basic fab
rication.”
At any given time there were
only a handful of people working
on the project, Kelly said. Each of
them had individual advisers from
their departments to help them,
but basically they were left to do it
themselves.
“We saw them if we needed
help,” Kelly said. “Sometimes we
got a kick in the pants.”
The only thing the students did
not construct themselves was the
actual fabric for the tent, which
was donated from a company in
Ohio, Kelly said. Most of the pro
je c t’s funding came from dona
tions.
Kelly collected most of the
donations and Zaro helped with
the fund-raising, Chow said.

“It took many phone calls to
many different companies,” Kelly
said.
In total, the students were able
to collect $20,000 in materials
from donations.
Chow said that the final exhibit
came out better then they had
expected, but there were complica
tions along the way.
“Everything took longer than
expected because we had never
done anything like this before,” he
said. If a coirpany were hired for a
project like this, it would take
much less time to construct
because of the number of people
working on it.
All three students graduated
during spring quarter. Chow is now
working for the college of art and
design as a technician. Zaro is
working as a landscape architect
for RRM I^esign Group and Kelly
is looking for a job in San
Francisco.
“It was like a full-time job to do
this," Kelly said. “We are currently
working on a plaque now, but it’s
not up yet.”

Classified Advertising
Graphic A rts Building, R oom 226 Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo, C A 93407 ( 805 ) 756-1143
Announcements
Students wanted for Spring
Break!
Organize a group & get a F R E E
trip. Meeting Oct. 23 Spike’s
Restaurant 7:30 pm
________ Call 781-2630________
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meets on campus!
Thurs. 11:00 Health Center,
Medical Library.
Open to all!

I

Employment

I

Rental H o u s in g

Bartender Trainees Needed
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 800-293-3985 ext. 558

Shell Beach
Roommate to share home. BIk
frm bch. Call 556-0718 or 4313684.

Classifieds are killer!

H o m e s For Sale

G olfers-Roger Dunn Golf is
looking for pt. time associate
Salary and commissoin. Apply at
190 Station Way A.G. 481-3866

Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

I

H o m e s Fo r Sale
N EA R P O LY " 3Br, 3Ba, views,
deck, spa--$474950
Ferrini Hts 4 Br 3 Ba $529500
Luxury living 1750 SF, 2 Br 2.5
Ba, Vaulted, newer- $394950
New listing-- 3Br, 2Ba--decks
and spa $469500. Call Adobe RIty
543-2693
G ET YÖ U R C LT fS^IR ED A D IM
NOW!!

F o r Sale
Merc. Grand Marquis new tires
and great cond. 1987
805-748-0884

G M C Jimmy 4 WhI.
Great condition 1991
Local mechanic 805-92-4845

Classifieds 756-1143

Operation Stolen Parking P ass Operation Stolen Parking Pass Operation Stolen Parking Pass Operation Stolen Parking Pass Operation Stolen Parking Pass Operation Stolen Parking
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Cal Poly Men's Soccer
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Facing Titanic bad luck
By Lauren Chase
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

’■"'if
TI h' C^al Poly men’s scx:ccr team
was the victim ot several had breaks in
liiWiili-iii
its 4-1 loss to Cal State Fullerton
•Wednesday
ni^ht
at
Mustang»
9íSSS6>it&ti¿llSSA
Stadium.
ipBBfiiiììy
The word that echoed between
coaches and players was “unlucky.”
Not only did Mustang Ronnie
Silva leave the game with a pulled
hamstring, hut teammate Eibad Ghori
was ejected, leaving Cal Poly playing
a man down for the last 25 minutes of
the game.
“We’ve had a lot of unlucky breaks
and there seems to be a common
trend of unluckiness,” sophomore for
ward Mark Jones said.
"iM
h
.,1’j ' ■ *■ _ _ _ _
Although the Mustangs (2-8 over
all, 0-2 Big West) never took the lead
■ T " .;.
^
or evened the score, they gave the
Titans (3-6-1, 1-1) a competitive
FILE PHOTO
game.
“It’s kind of discouraging because The M u stan gs dropped their second consecutive gam e Wednesday,
these guys shouldn’t have their heads falling to 0-2 in the Big West.
down becau.se they played well,” said
makes us think we can’t come hack.”
for long.
Cal Poly assistant coach Glenn Fens.
But the Mustan|!5‘ were able to
Less than a minute into the second
“(The) first half, we dominated.”
half, the Titans caught the Mustangs change the momentum of the game
In the first half, C'al Poly was able
unprepared and Tim Diinnelly blasted when they cut the deficit in half in
to string together a number of g(K>d
a shot from eight yards out past the the 59th minute.
pa.sses by Jones and midfielders Silva
Cal Poly goalkeeper, bringing their
The goal came off a comer kick by
and Scott Geliman, but they just
Gellman and was headed into the left
lead to two.
couldn’t put it away.
“Everyl'Hxly was caught off-guard,” top corner by Francisco Marmolejo .
“We nc*ed to put the ball in the
“I thought we had it when we
said Cal Poly head coach Wolfgang
net,” Fens siiul. “We just aren’t getting
scored the comer kick,” Fens said.
Gartner.
numbers in the box.”
The Titans scored the goal I'ictore “They were scared. I have a feeling
As ('a l Poly struggled to find the
Cal Poly had a chance to set up its that the CSUF coach knows he got
not, Fullerton scored on a Eugene
out of here with a great win.”
defense.
Brooks volley shot off an assist from
However, the Mustang momentum
“We lost it in the midfield,” Jones
Hector O ellana in the 23rd minute
said. “It was unlucky. TTrat’s the kind came to a crashing halt when Silva
to give the Titans a 1-0 lead.
of thing that gets our heads down and pulled his hamstring and Ghori red
But the score didn’t stay that way

carded minutes later.
Fullerton’s Orellana went one-onone with Cal Poly goalkeeper Luke
Albertalli when Ghori brought him
down from behind at the top of the
penalty box.
Orellana eventually scored off a
free kick at the 20-yard line.
“The red card killed us and they
scored right after,” Fens said. “It just
deflated us.”
Titan forward Jason Ashurst said
the red card was the turning point in
the game.
“They got a red card and that
helped us out quite a bit,” Ashurst
said. “With our third goal, it was
pretty much over after that.”
But Fullerton didn’t stop at three
goals. They increased their lead in
the 80th minute when Donnelly
notched his second goal of the game
to give Fullerton a 4-1 lead.
However, the Mustangs will get a
chance for revenge.
“The best thing about this league is
we have a round robin,” Fens said. “So
we get them again.”
Both Gartner and Fens are confi
dent in the Mustangs’ ability to win
games.
“We have all the elements and we
should be winning,” Feas said. “We’ll
just have to keep plugging away. I think
eventually something will happen.”
Gartner said that although the
team is discouraged, he knows that it
has the skills that it takes to collect
some wins.
“This team is very capable against
other capable teams,” he said.
The Mustangs next match is
Saturday at U C Irvine.

BAR
SCORES
VOIXEYBALL
Santa barbara

Q
3

FQ-OTBALl.
southern Utah

27
21

MEN'S SOCCER
UC riverside

1
2

WOMEN^SSOCQECS northridge

4
0

WOMEK5SOCCER
pacific

3
1

MEN'S TErJNIS eliminatedin2nttround
bulldog classic

SCHEDULE
M E N 'S SOCCEft

VO LLEYBALL
today, oct. 18, 7 p.m.
U C riverside
®uc riverside

''•iclaho

other go<xI team will he there, so we
M U S TA N G DAILV STAFF W RITER
will have to step it up in order to
prove ourselves."
Seven of the men’s cross country
C'oughlin said that he would like
team’s top runners will cross the
to place in the top 20 in Indiana.
country this weekend for the PreEven though many of the team’s top
National Invitational in Terra
runners will be in Terra Haute,
Fiaute, Ind., while the rest of the
Conover said the team can still do
men’s and women’s teams defend
well in the home meet.
their title at the Venue Cal Poly
“We have such a deep team, we
Invitational on Saturday.
will still have an excellent team at
Q iach Mark Q m over will join
home,” Conover said.
the runners in Indiana as they try to
The home meet will begin at 10
earn the team qualifying points for
a.m. Saturday with the women’s
the national meet November, also to
5,000-m eter run followed by the
be held in Terra Haute.
men’s 8,000-meter at 10:30 a.m.
Tr is important for the team to do
The Cal Poly women’s team won
well against reams outside of the
PHOTO COURTESY O f CAL POLY SPORTS INFO
this
meet last year and the men have
region in order to secure a position
at the 2002 NCAA Nationals on come away with wins for the last five The M u stan gs host the Cal Poly Invitational this weekend at
years.
Fairbanks-Cuesta College cross country course.
Nov. 25, Q m over said.
"TTris
is
a
traditional
meet
that
is
‘The team has been running well,"
The Venue Cal Poly Invitational
for the conference meet.
he said. “They are Kxiking forward to pretty well known in California,”
will
be held across Highway 101 from
Mattie said they call the biggest
competing against teams across the said head coach Terry Crawford. hill “ram hajjam ,” which is an Cuesta College.
“We certainly hope to be competi
country.”
The high schixil portion of the
acronym for the first names of all
The meet will consist of the ICK) tive.”
the women who ran the course last invitational will follow at 11 a.m.
Redshirt sophomore Beth Mattie year.
top teams in the country, including
Venue sponsors the race and will
No. 1 Stanford and No. 3 Colorado. .said the course has huge hills, but
“The memories from last year will provide awards for the high school
C^al Poly is currently ranked 29th. that the team will do very well motivate us to do just as well,” portion of the event as well as have
a prixluct K)oth set up.
“We feel like we are better than because it knows the course better Mattie said.
“Venue has been a long-time
our ranking,” said redshirt freshman than anyone. The meet will be run
Crawford said that the women's
Andy Coughlin, who Conover hopes on the .same course u.sed in 200\ for team is really committed to running sponsor,” Crawford said. “We are
very fortunate to have them here.”
will lead the team in Indiana. “Every the Cal Poly Invitational as well as in a tight pack.

SO C C ER today, oct. 18,2 p.in.

®i(Wio

C R O SS COUNTRY

sat., oct. 19
®caipoiy

''•invitational
FOOTBALL

sat., oct. 19,1 p.m.
® st marys

M EN'5SO ÇCER

sat., oct. 19,7 p.m
® cal poly

VOLLEYBALL

sat., oct. 19,7 p.m.
®csfulletton

''• s a in t m a ry 's
'"U C i r v i n e

CSTUllertO n
W OMBM'S SOCCER

sun., oct. 20, noon
® Utati state

Utah state
M E N 'S GOLF

''•in v ita tio n a l

STATS

mon -tues., oct 21-22
® simi valley

I

By the numbers

Cal Poly Cross Country

Runners return home for invitational

wed., oct. 16, 7 p.m.
l, m

cs fullerton

3.5

sacks for Cal Poly's
Isaac Dixon through 6
gam es, a tea m high

2

By Kelly Foster

kickoffs returned for
to u c h d o w n s this sea
son by th e M u s ta n g s '
Darrell Jones

18.4

average yards per
catch for Cal Poly
w id e receiver
Jonah Russell

TRIVIA
today s question

W ho is the leading rusher
on the Cal Poly football team?

Submit answars to: iliackso&calpoly.edu
Friday's question

Who are the two AllAmericans on the Cal Poly
Track and Field team?
Andraw BadMr
and Stephanie Brawn
Congratulations, Adam Leavittll

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

